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Saint Brigid

From the gold leaf and dark wood

of her icons, she looks out

like a Midwestern gal

with cows cooing at her feet.

Perhaps Patrick knew

what he was baptizing

and rejoiced for this Good Cowherd

guarding her slice of Ireland from any bloody tain,

lifted her to God

like methane on the wind.

Ah, sweet Brigid,

patron of poets, healers, blacksmiths:

watch over this pen I hammer with for you,

and sing to us, Brigid!

Scientists write that music like Mozart's

inspires more milk in cows, so

sing to us, Brigid,

lay out your voice like clover and sweetgrass,

plumping our udders

that we might feed those

who hunger.
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Nonviolent Resistance And A Cow

Firing 43 shots into an animal occurs to me to be 

unusual.

--Irvine City Manager Paul Brady

Cops put how many bullets into the side

of a runaway cow?

How many shots per stomach is that?

Well, maybe she got surly, maybe

she was armed or pumped

on growth hormones, maybe the poor cops

just needed to vent their aggression on something.

And why was a cow

on the San Diego Freeway anyway?

Who was she in such a hurry to visit?

Couldn't she get a ride?  Couldn't she figure out

how to flag a cab or hitchhike?  Or

did she just get sick

of the same old world of grass, manure, and barn,

like others who become "dangerous"

when they can't sit in their prescribed niche?

Martyrs speak all languages, I guess,

their spirit can't be bought

by any amount of magic beans as they run naked down freeways,

eyes wide as moons, breathing hard,

lowing out

their brief victory.

Audio: poetrymenu.com/images/NonviolentResistenceAndACow.wav
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Milk Music

The German study concluded 

that cows produce more milk with Mozart

fluting through the barns, and that

heavy metal dries them up.

But so what?  So what about snobby German opera cows,

I suppose they'd produce even more if they were outfitted in pearls and pink 

taffeta.

Let's hear from scientists in the Bronx, 

what do they say about their cows?

Call the doctors down in Watts or Lubbock,

let's see what them Mississippi cows have to say about Wolfgang.

And don't stop there, play some salsa for the Tejano longhorns,

disco for the jerseys in Hackensack,

chants and drums for the Brahmans,

I don't know what the hell you'd play for Canadian cows,

but I bet Willie Nelson can make some milk in Amarillo

and Pink Floyd'll keep suburban Omaha on a lactose high;

play them bagpipes, play them pan pipes, organs, accordions, and bass guitars,

forget the Billboard charts, forget record sales and FM radio requests,

let's see listings by "Gallons produced",

ditch gold and platinum for whole and two-percent,

give us calcium,

let the cream rise to the top!
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The Migration Patterns of the White-Throated Hereford

And you're thinking maybe

   those cows are coming back early,

      way too early this year,

but out there in the field,

   maybe past those trees,

      clunked a cowbell or two, you'd swear;

and somewhere under the misting rain, somewhere above the fast-fattening grass,

the cows, the cows are coming home even

   before the final frost.

On the porch, the children keep excited watch

   as they chatter

      from eagerness and wet;

though you soberly fidget, "Cows early, clouds surly,"

   still you grin as you send them to bed

cuz you know in your ribs that there's

   just a thing

      that sometimes

         you want

            to believe:

that no one but no one can stifle a smile

   when they've sighted

      that first cow

         of spring!
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Vernal Equinox

...you'd go outside and sing to the cows.

And they'd sing back, "moon, moon."

--from "Cows" by Stanley Plumly

I drive past fields and pastures

with my window open

despite the smell.

I can love this smell.

It reminds me of growing up in Omaha.

No; I guess it's not really the smell I love.

It's the cows

and how they sing:

"Soon, soon, soon."

No, not the cows either.  You.

The months are melting, I will hold you soon,

soon, soon.  The Equinox today,

winter ending soon, soon, soon.
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Song For Matilda

...at the Shafter Ranch, a fault crevice was 

momentarily so wide as to admit a cow which fell in

head first and was thus entombed.  The closure which

immediately followed left only the tail visible.

--G.K. Gilbert, Report of State Earthquake

  Investigation Commission, 1908

The ground sprouts cows

that grow like albino asparagus.

Life: some cows leap moons, burn down cities,

some awkwardly fill cow-shaped crevices in the ground.

Bones ground by sandstone and serpentine grind North, maybe scraping

you toward Alaska, two inches closer each April.

Ground beef?

I'd never use such a pun.

How does this affect my theology: to know my God is a mighty God

who wears black, tips cows at 5am.

Gaia, you shameless omnivore:

hamburger for breakfast?

With my feet braced on the moon, I could grasp that tail and swing

the earth around my head like a blue balloon.

Matilda, nose to grinding stone,

it wouldn't matter if you had a hundred stomachs and golden udders.

"Moo?"

"Moo!"
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A dog pulled that tail, his own wagging like a one-winged hummingbird's one 

wing.

Dreaming of endless dinner, he only snapped off a leathery snack.

Matilda, in that split-

second of waking and tumbling, how Agnostic were you?

Standing on your nose, breathing stones,

do you, cow, do you at last look interested in what surrounds you?
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Biking Across Holy Saturday

And there they stand.  Cows like in the vision

I'd never had but really should have.

My knees, splashed red by the Sun,

shake as they push;

my thighs strain, poorly prepared to force my feet

to trace this endless little hoop,

but the serenity of a herd of angels munching grass

beckons a rest

(hooves woven in with the grass,

probably an inch or two from the earth).

All of this below a cross of logs

atop the hill.  The cross unoccupied

only for a day now

but stripped of bloodstain by two thousand years of wind and rains

and men chipping off splinters that they sell to tourists.

The once weeping and celebrating angels of ancient scrolls

relax on four legs,

make calm, Taoist faces

as the world straightens itself without their effort.

And here

God's messengers moo behind me

as I sit by the road, eat my sandwich, read, let the planet's

motion take me further. 

I stretch.  I feel rested, ready to go on.

I rise to see only an empty field behind me,
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the angels have flown home

to ready themselves

for tomorrow's celebration.
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The Weaver

I watched as Steve wove cows from corn.

He fed them with religious care

and taught them to be good cows.

The flaxen bovines came awake

and shook the tassels from their coats,

as Steve the weaver made no sound.

His silent hands make hooves and tails,

as cornstalks talk from paper cows

in rustling cracks and moos lowed low.

In restless herds, they roam around

like wicker calves that never graze,

like nature's shadows scaring crows.

There's magic here, I have no doubts;

such simple wonders sewn from corn

adorn the fields where now they play.

The woven cows will shuffle home

without the thoughts of dreams or doubt

before it's time again to wake.

I watched as Steve wove cows from corn.

He fed them with religious care

and taught them to be good cows.
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Still Life With Cows

Twelve chessboard cows stand where the pine trees say pasture ends;

they sniff through the needles seeking apples, expecting an apple world,

a burning bush, a university offering degrees in fruit finding.

They move behind their noses like windsocks,

they don't know what applejack is or that someone is king or president of this soil,

that their ancestors pose in natural history museums with fake tangerines.

Imagine if the cosmos reversed and they reigned,

riding in limousines, big-walleted saints schmoozing in bistros,

screaming down broken highways on oversized motorcycles.

We would stand in pastures, bred to be large and mellow,

enjoying three square meals of slop, lactating for their dairies,

walking in one door and rolling out another in bright boxes and bags.

But they are here, snorting,

sneezing out pine needles here

in the holy land of them, their mothers, all cow-kind.
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When Cows Ruled The Earth

Inside the glass, ice cubes moved

in ellipses where only a thin mist of Vermouth

settled.  Outside the glass,

a scar-mangled tanner slurred

words and drool, raving to the moon:

"I remember when cream seemed so cheap!

I was one of the first branded by the bovine

bastards; I was abused at oppressive hooves, 

screwed over by the cud-munching Conquistadors,

made to bend my knee to Holstein.  Damn

every hereford and heifer, every extra stomach,

every udder, every methane belch!  They say,

'There is no God but Ghurnsey,

and Bossie is her prophet.'

Bullshit.

They should stick with milk and manure;

may the cows never come home,

and may fast food's illuminations shine

for ever and ever...."
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Those Lenten Burger Blues

Steve had a Whopper on a Friday in Lent

and was damned.

He loved God with his heart, mind, and soul,

but he also had a bad memory

and a growling stomach; so he didn't notice 

when greasy-haired Baal pulled a burger from the Inferno

and pressed it inside buns of abomination.

Satan cheerfully handed him his change and slid him a polyurethane Pandora's 

Box.

Steve sat down

and unleashed a tasty legion of demons

which devoured more of his soul with every bite he enjoyed.

Down the street,

McMephistopheles tallied the day's pepperoni pizzas,

baloney sandwiches, burgers and beef jerkeys,

then gleefully added another billion

to the neon total desecrating the darkness.

Steve had always eaten right,

taken his vitamins, washed

behind his ears, and crossed the street at the corner.

He must have gotten too complacent to notice

Lucifer laughing beneath a scorched halo of tomato,

wearing his vestments of lettuce and Tartaran sauce

which basted Steve's lips as he bit into that anathematizing patty 

of beef.  Oblivious

that this little meal

could so easily mean eternal flame-broiling.
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Bovinaphobia

Across Harrison street, Omaha ends

the way a rowboat does

with one line separating wood from water.

Here, the line runs wider, two lanes of concrete

keeping suburb and cornfield

distinct.  Cities must need more to protect them

against drowning

in the fields pushing at their ribs,

trying to regain

lost acreage.

Hungry, I want to boil, butter, and eat

corn, not let any ears mold black

in the graves of their birthplace

with nothing to do

but listen

as the cows

allowed out to graze

chew slowly

toward them.

It is early April

and the snowmelt leaves

the field haphazardly carpeted with tan sheaves

of tassels, stalks, and still-sheathed cobs.

I walk by the wire fence that holds the wooden posts

from defecting to Omaha.  I walk,

my breath appearing and vanishing,

my head tight with vague anxieties about my future.

I am a scrap left in a furrow, nervous

that I am blossoming

with fungus, nervous that
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the distant rustle I hear

is the nearing flunch 

of cows.
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Contemplations of Pre-Ordination: The Road Trip

Four sinners fill a Nissan

doomed to Hell and Cleveland.

Pure as Nebraska, we left Omaha

(it seems like weeks ago)

only to stop in Des Moines

(deserted and hungry), in an ambush,

taken advantage of by fast food's

partnership with damnation.

Forgetting Fridays, forsaking Lent,

we serve our penance in stiffened legs.

Pass the eggrolls we packed for the drive,

I don't care anymore that it's Friday.

We're going to Hell anyway.

(Steve reads in the back seat;

now and then he reminds us he's there

by contentedly belching.  Beef

on his breath)  The trucks in front of us

all drive slow and straddle each other;

the drivers laugh at us as they righteously bite apples.

Our car slips further

and further from that donut

shop twelve-point-five miles back,

as I watch for cops

and feel more of my butt cramp.
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(The next rest stop

is dangled thirty-eight miles away

(what the Hell's this

that the radio's playing?))

Drinking Cokes and paying tolls,

the road pulls eternally away;

and here, locked and strapped in, the eggrolls

affect us all in different ways.
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Pastoral: The Cows

And they are not just 

the stoic zen guardians of some arcane pastoral secrets,

they do more than provide

comic strip punchlines, more than provide

patterns for cookie jars and oven mitts,

more than provide the form

for humongous hard plastic bubbles on Beverly Hills lawns.

They can bitch, seethe, and stampede,

ask my nephew whose ankle fits straight

only with a metal rod bolted on it now, ask

that cow about rage,

about bellowing hatred so solid

it can crush our bones.
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Cows Never Smile

I

Slowly slogging across a faintly furrowed weed field,

stopping here

and there to belch, to chew, to moo,

hauling two sagging sides of beef,

she raises her head

and still can't see the clouds

or the pale, bleached stain

that will be a full moon tonight.

Above the blue, a smoky shell of ozone cracks,

the thing within incubating itself,

hatching preternaturally.

II

The bovine, our pastoral villain,

doesn't pause in her too-casual chewing,

as her head swings right

then left.

No one sighted,

she belches.  Belches again,

stifles a cud-gurgling chuckle, belches again.

III

Patiently,

she hauls her body near the road,

looks sufficiently bored

for those who drive by

shouting, "Mooooooooooooooooo!"
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IV

Cows drift unmathematically;

the field moves them

like water moves the wet, white teeth

of dandelions.  Tides carry the cows

from the barn at Sunrise,

then lazily pull them home at dusk.

V

Some see wisdom in her stoicism.

They long for the peace of wandering

lonely as a cow,

grunting now and then

to the slow clop of a cow bell,

staring cow-eyed

at a green and gold, edible cow-world.

They don't see the destruction.

VI

They gurgle, belch, and fart in innocence

convincingly cherubic.

So cute.  So cute,

but where do those gasses go?

Not like pollen, reclining on a breeze,

rushing to impregnate honeymooning tulips.  No,

they hitch-hike on Heaven-spinning souls,

going up

and up, but only so far

until, dizzy,

they fall off

and graze on sky.
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VII

Somewhere in Wisconsin,

a calf belches, tasting the alfalfa

for the third or fourth time.

She unconsciously grins

until her mother sternly licks the smile away

before someone sees.
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Too Hot For Mirages

It's hot as death this week;

in Iowa, they say over a thousand

cows are rotting, with not enough 

meat trucks nearby, men going broke

in a hundred ten degrees, no wind,

everything they raised to die

dying out of time.  Ranchers

mount hoses on trucks to save

some; first aid for the worst

is to shove a garden hose up its ass

so the water can cool from inside.

It's not funny.

It's serious as my heart

in this blast of summer

leaving corpses by dry, snaking ruts

in dirt.
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Cows Of The Valley

I

A single, surly cow guards the Grotte de la Vache,

rising from her knees to circle us, eyeing us

down horns--small horns, but backed by a body of

massive, cream heft.  Her bell beating alarm,

scores of bovine eyes stare mechanically at us.

My friends decide to circle

wide, above the cows and creek, through

the rusting tree line.

I amble alone along the creek,

the first cows unreclining

to shuffle away--clank, clank, lonk--then a few

who only move their heads to watch me pass--clonk--

then some, unconcerned, lying and chewing,

jaw and bell working in time to some calm autumn beat.  I stop.

Water's almost-steady rhythm, light

wind snuffling through the flame-shade dappled trees, and

everywhere, cow bells

like clopping copper wind chimes, surrounding me 

with extra dimensions--depths,

heights, lengths, and more--of lonks, clanks, gonks

as distant trees spill

leaves that drift like fiery snowflakes.

II

If, somewhere on this hiking path,

I should encounter my God,

nodding as we pass, I doubt
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I'd recognize the face, I doubt

there'd be punctured hands or

goatish legs to point at.

I only know that my God

hides somewhere in this valley,

watching me.  I know

by the overwhelming sense of bright

amazement which I can't shake off.

III

If these ladies knew

what my people do to theirs, I

imagine they'd stand and wave their horns, snorting,

bells clopping madly, their bodies lumbering after me,

driving me into the creek,

eyes reckless and larger, then

even chase me from the water,

from the valley, from sight, smell, memory.

Maybe they do know.  Maybe

their thoughts work with different colors than mine

and they let me pass

out of an uncomprehending pity.

IV

On this night, I will break routines,

I'll salt my soup, have a glass of wine, a bowl of ice cream.

When I pray, it'll be like the radio

noises scientists cast into space

to see if anyone's paying attention.  I'd love

to be like Saint Francis here,
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but my headstone will be unmiraculous rock, cool to touch.

What brings me to this

valley?  Why don't these cows speak; no,

one does,

one shouts

angrily until her calf comes to her.

I cross the valley, watching

as cows lose interest in me,

they see colors

change every year, I am nothing

new.
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Report From the Sea of Japan: March 13, 1997

I.  Sea

I admit,

we were like a button

fixed on a blue shirt,

stitched in,

in 360 degrees, every degree

a blue:

above, below, North, South, East, West

without clouds,

without islands, no reef even,

the mainland miles away, 

we were in 

such a noplace 

that I suppose

no anything

wasn't impossible.

There's a speck

soaring above us,

a spot.

A sparrow? seagull? eagle?

No, bigger,

like an angel!

No,

it's bigger

and growing, aimed at us
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and dropping.

I thought,

who'd bomb a trawler,

no, not a bomb,

not a bomb, good God,

that bullet's a cow!

what kind of enemy

or what kind of vengeful God

or loose bolt of nature

would treat cows

or boats

or air so awfully? 

good God!

II.  Sky

So we're ready to take off and there is this cow

grazing near the runway.

You must understand,

we're surviving on variances of turnips and flour,

and there stood steak,

short loin, sir loin, rump, round, flank, shank, chuck, brisket, milk, cheese, ribs,

butter,

muscle, bone, and blood!  Oh,

I thought I would eat my own eyes 

as we pushed it inside the cargo hold, wishing it was time to land,

wishing that hold was my stomach!
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But that beast went mad above the Sea of Japan,

crashing, rolling, bellowing, flogging itself

on anything, eyes boiling hate for anyone at the door,

and it wouldn't calm, it wouldn't tire,

so we opened the hatch

and watched the devil plunge!

III.  Fire

Heavens!  How repugnant,

no girl ever leapt that

moon, it grazes out of scent

and I'm miles up!

God my udders burn, flapping so madly.

God, God, God, what I'd 

do for some grass, sour weeds even.

I can't get my mouth around this 

blue.  I can't hold my cud, can't

chew it.  The air tears at me like fire.

What, oh what could be worse

than this terrible air...?
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Declaration of Independence

Strayed away on the 23d of June ... in Germantown a

fresh milch black COW, with a white head....

Whoever secures the said cow, and gives notice that

she be had again, shall have the reward of TEN

SHILLINGS and reasonable charges.

--printed on the front page of the July 10, 

  1776 Pennsylvania Gazette along with the

  Declaration of Independence

I wonder, but, no, that body of night,

her head a moon four days from full,

she must've heard Elvis singing

"Milkcow Blues", she must've even known my poems,

seen her sisters

moving from Texas to Ogallala in the shadow

of the buffalo, seen golden arches

burning, Chicago's glow off Lake Michigan,

tasted the grass from the Boston Commons to Appalachia to past the Sierras,

known the plains, the slaughterhouse, lush fields and Dust Bowl,

art, methane, growth hormones, golden sylphium on the prairies,

the width and breadth of the sky.

She took a walk

and never gave it back, and by now,

by now I bet her eyes are full

behind these clouds

spread over us

like wrapping paper,

like skin,

like history.
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Autumn Bells

The photograph taped above my desk

holds a small rectangle of a huge, rusting valley

where grass and brush break over the rocks.

A creek slaloms through, widening as it flows

to the bottom of the photo, and charolais

dot the grass, some vivid, some distant,

looking like pale smudges of toy animals;

they graze and nap, angels in greenish clouds.

The lazy clopping of bells floods the valley clonk by clonk,

rising high, covering a blue speck

that I know is a man only because it's me seated there,

one year ago, unemployed and hiking through valleys.

And I can still hear the cowbells,

getting louder and louder now,

washing over me, washing me away.
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Ode to Omaha

I won't say I wish the air

would smell like cow shit again,

but I have to admit

something in me misses it a little.

It's only masochism to the extent of nostalgia

as I'm an Omaha native

and before I could drive or work a minimum wage pizza job

I knew what a hot summer day smelled like,

humid and sharp

across tennis courts and backyard hide and seek games,

not choking yet definitely rank

when the winds stirred the stockyards like thick soup,

those truckloads of scorching cows

at 30th and Q, more cows

than anyone but an accountant could count,

mooing and sticking to the air.

And the air itself became an abstraction

reminding Omaha about function, industry.

You can't walk through Silicon Valley and smell computer chips,

along Wall Street you can't catch a strong whiff of stocks.

But the cows don't come to Omaha now.

Steaks around town taste fine,

though the wooden pens are empty like an old movie set;

the cows stop somewhere else, letting Omaha smell
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like Denver, Saint Louis, or Seattle,

generic USDA prime city air out there:

traffic, river, power plants,

train station, bakeries, dumpsters, mown grass, sweat.

It was never "Hog butcher to the world,"

not in reputation at least, but

dreams fill out big here,

blooming and bursting;

it's a city we move away from to Make It Big

and return to when that's not enough,

a few blips along I-80 without pine forest or mountains,

no Disneyland, Graceland, canyon, or Rushmore; it is basic,

it is simple, and from here the world still looks amazing,

a spectacle, carnival, magical frontier to touch and smell

and still feel content

to return home from.
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Another Tale of Cow-Crossed Lovers

And I don't know if she's young or old,

I just see pale hair through her back window

but she has everything I need

to know I love her.  I follow her onto the interstate,

her license plate says county 59--

the same as mine!--and I try to see her face

in the rearview mirror, the sideview mirror

but there's snow falling and the angles are wrong and,

besides, what's it matter?  I can see

she has holstein seat covers under her

and a window sticker of a frog

flashing me a smile and a Peace sign.

She has it all, cows and frogs and county 59!

My county 1 girlfriend won't like it 

but someday she'll understand,

she's a romantic

and she'll realize

it's best, she loves cats, she loves pigs,

the fauna are aligned against us.

Now slow down, slow down,

you're going so fast and I love you whoever,

don't you know these speeds aren't cost efficient,

the roads are slick, my hands are warm,

but you're pulling blindly away

and there's my exit....
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     The Myth of La Belle Bovin Sans Merci

          I

Boy stands, stealing corn.

   A sudden, rustling murmur

   hides behind fog thick as ice;

pause; spine tight

about armed farmers

whose eyes break fog.

   A mourning moan floats wet

   in stiff air.

Stand still.

Shoe laces

rooted

in black dirt.

Sudden shoulder tingle

at a thick woman's appearance.

His eyes

move slow

up her thin veil (white,

still)

to her cheek.

   She burps

   a perfumed

   "Moo."
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          II

The lady's head swung shyly low

though her large eyes stared back at him.

She only said,

     "Steven, Steven,

        come with me

        and I will show you dreams."

They walked, he and his large-boned lady, upon the fog;

and had the farmer woken then

     what would he have seen?

       A corn-thief and a cow, galloping up the air?

       A sad young man and a large,

         beautiful woman pushing back the treetops?

       Two swirls where the fog

         had rapidly swallowed something

         whole?

Steve watched rivers, vague lines, really, and great tan slabs

of cornfields pass below,

he seemed to see oceans pass

and brittle mountains fall apart

beneath the hazy beasts of dead mythologies.

And as the last wisp of mist became dew, they touched

their feet on hay

  beside a high barn on a hill.

She led him in and he

pulled her close;

she lay her head in his lap and seemed to coo.
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He stroked her hair and whispered,

     "I love you dear, I'll never leave;

      Let's stay here on this faery farm;

      We'll know the world is changing there

        And not give a darn."

She smiled and kissed him soothingly

and they held each other long

  until he slept

and dreamt

he stood beside a mighty sea

as princely bulls rose from the waters.

     First Ayrshires, then Guernseys, Holsteins and Jerseys,

     Red Polls and Brangus, Herefords and Angus,

     then Brahmans, Charbrays, Highlands, Galloways, Durhams and Charolais.

The last bull pulled its thick self from the waves,

a great, white, garlanded beast whose bright sons surrounded Steve

on this vast beach of a thousand bulls.

And on a great hill stood Cuchulain, pouting in Gaelic:

     "Look, there!

      The grass of Ulster is black now;

      know there is a greater love

      than wasting blood

      on even the most glorious cow.

      Beware!"

And on a second hill, Odysseus looked out solemnly over the beach

and said in slow Greek:

     "Cattle, hurm.

      Could I tell ya a thing or two about cattle, son."
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On a third hill, a great pharaoh

shouted at the sky:

     "I watched as seven petite heifers

      laughed so hard they gushed milk

      like white rivers from each nostril

      as they washed down bags

      and bags of Big Macs and Whoppers."

Then the shining cow-lord raised his mighty snout and bellowed like a thunderclap.

And all the thousand others stared sadly at Steve,

their thousand faces seeming leaner, paler as they chanted:

        "La Belle Bovin sans Merci

           Thee hath in thrall!"

          III

Norse legends tell of Audumla,

the cow who used her tongue

to free giants from the primordial ice.

Steven thought of her for an instant

as, with a wild shake, he woke,

his cheek wet, salty.

He woke alone,

in a sunlit cornrow,

alone beside a knapsack stuffed with corn.

          IV

He sits alone again tonight,

  Moored there in his booth

Though the salad bar is taken apart

  And the waitress checks her watch.

The youthful lanterns of his eyes

  Shine dully into nowhere;

He feels pathetic, rooted there,

  Closing out a Sizzler.
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His head's a bell whose clapper's dropped

  To wedge within his chest,

And both the roses of his cheeks

  Left their petals on the carpet.

Whose love sleeps upon the grill?

  Whose within the freezer?

Whose love entombed in styrofoam

  Is yours to later eat her?

"I'll have my darling medium rare,"

  He sobs into his Sprite.

Two waiters clear their throats again

  And herd him into night.

Bonus Audio Track: poetrymenu.com/images/OuttakeCow.wav
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